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Future of Law: Artificial Intelligence 
    

SHUBHAM BISHNOI
1 

         

  ABSTRACT 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a revolutionary concept in the 21st century and it has been 

developed a lot and day-by-day it is enhancing. AI is a computer program which is capable 

of creating a machine having its own intelligence and behaviour. In this fast-growing 

world, we can see a lot of involvement of AI like from going home to office (using Tesla 

cars which moves according to our command and we just have to set the destination and it 

will take us to there and we don’t even require touch the steering of car) or from going 

Earth to Mars or Moon (Rockets using advance level of AI or robots and rovers which are 

send by scientists in order to explore our endless universe), the population of world is 

covered with the AI and robots, either we see Alexa in our home or a huge number of 

Satellites in space. Years back people couldn’t even imagine a self-driving car (Tesla) or 

our mobiles talking to us (Google Assistant) but now a small kid of 6 years knows how to 

know anything by saying just “Hey Google”. AI is now being involved in different 

dimensions and fields of society and one of these areas is Law. AI does not mean only 

robots but algorithms and programmes that helps to do calculated tasks. AI can be used in 

any field efficiently and AI working in the field of law would help the judiciary system to a 

great extent. COVID-19 brought a trigger point to use  AI in judiciary as Advocates and 

judges were not able to go to courts and do their jobs so Supreme Court of India ordered 

to commence the Virtual Hearing, which means cases would be heard online through 

virtual meetings. Not only virtual hearing but also some AI programs like SUVAS (Supreme 

Court Vidhik Anuvaad), it is an AI which translates the judgements into regional languages 

like: changing the language from English to Marathi, Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, Kanada, 

Punjabi, Gujarati, Malayalam and Bengali. At the end, it can easily be concluded that AI 

is the future of law and not only in the field of law but also it the future of the world. Robots, 

Humanoids, Artificial Intelligence will shape the worlds and is the face of future 

technology. But with every new invention new problems also arise like if we particularly 

stick to the law then right now there are no rules or regulations to govern the robots and 

AI so what if robots commit some offence then who’ll be held responsible the owner or the 

creator? Many other question arises like what if robots invents something then on whose 

name the patent will be filed on the name of creator/owner or the robot itself? The answers 

will come soon with time but till then we have to accept the change and try to adapt the 

future technology. 

 
1 Author is a student at University of Petroleum and Energy Studies, India. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The Artificial Intelligence, commonly called as “AI” is one of the most interesting subjects in 

the technology of modern time. Now-a-days Artificial Intelligence has been involved in every 

area of technology and it seems like modern technology is incomplete without AI. Artificial 

Intelligence is nothing but a computer program that mainly focuses on the development and 

analysis of algorithm of interrelated networks and complex programming which tries to analyse 

and create other sets of interrelated programs which are capable of understand and respond like 

it has its own intelligence; which in other words means that AI is a computer program which is 

capable of creating a machine having its own intelligence and behaviour. Artificial Intelligence 

is perfect and nearly flawless concept of technology because it's an algorithm which analyse 

and respond according to it then learn those data which it has analysed and tries to enhance 

those programmes automatically and then update itself in order to become smarter over time 

with every learning. It follows the flowchart which states: Analyse < Learn < Adapt < Grow < 

Repeat.  

Artificial Intelligence has many subsets like, (i)Machine Learning or in abbreviated form 

“ML” is the study of computer algorithm that can improve automatically through experience 

by the use of data. ML a subset of AI and most popular approach of current AI, also ML is part 

of AI which enable computer to self-learn and apply the learnings without any human 

intercession. Machine Learning algorithms built a mathematical model that helps in making 

predictions or presumptions or decisions without being explicitly programmed. (ii)Deep 

Learning, it is a concept which is important and crucial in understanding Artificial Intelligent 

but ironically many people are not aware with this concept. Deep learning is a subset of machine 

learning based on artificial neural network in which many layers are used to process or extract 

the high level of data. These neural network attempts to mimic the behaviour of human brain 

also allowing it to learn from large amounts of data. (iii)Robotics, it is a branch of AI, which 

is composed of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Data Analysis, Data Science 

and Computer Science and many other subjects for designing, construction, producing, 

operating robots. Robotics is a subfield in artificial intelligence that deals with the study of 

creating intelligent and efficient robots.  

Robotics it is such an interesting topic which always fascinate people and compel to think about 

the future world where humans and humanoids/robots can live together. Movies like 
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Terminator, Robot, Real Steel always compel us to ponder the question, Will world become 

better with robots? Will humans and robots be able to live together with harmony? and many 

other and the answer starts with a name ‘SOPHIA’ which is a social humanoid developed by 

Hong-Kong based company Hanson Robotics and got the Saudi Arabian citizenship, becoming 

the first robot ever to have a nationality. Sophia can imitate human gesture and facial 

expressions and is able to answer some common questions and simple conversation on 

predefined topics. It has AI program that analyse conversation and exclude data which allows 

her to improve future conversation. All these are miracles of Artificial Intelligence. 

Except these subsets there are numerous other subsets which play a vital role in completely 

making Artificial Intelligence a trending topic in technology and now Artificial Intelligence is 

an inseparable concept of technology and it is a revolutionary concept which will lead our 

civilization to a different field and dimensions of humanity and society for example ‘in the 

field of Law’,   

II. INTRODUCING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TO LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 
During the time of pandemic, judicial system suffered a lot and people didn’t get justice for a 

long time and had to wait for the justice. But Supreme Court of India came out with a modern 

solution for a brand-new problem and it was ‘Virtual Hearing’. Supreme Court of India 

ordered to function only in virtual mode which had commenced on March 23, 2020 during the 

outbreak of COVID-19 pandamic  and all judges had to work from home. After Supreme court 

decided to hear the cases on virtual mode High courts also adhere the same and started virtual 

hearing. The Bombay High Court went back to virtual mode as corona cases increased rapidly. 

The Patna High Court also decided to work only in virtual mode. These are the examples where 

judiciary adopted some modern solution and advanced circumstance.  

The use of AI in the judicial system depends on identifying various legal processes where the 

application of this technology can reduce pendency and can increase efficiency. One such 

complex system was recently launched called ‘SUPACE’ (Supreme Court Portal for 

Assistance in Court Efficiency) by the Supreme Court of India. Designed to understand the 

judicial system and then it can assist the court in improving efficiency and reducing pendency 

by encapsulating the judicial processes that have capability of being automated through AI. 

Also, SUVAS (Supreme Court Vidhik Anuvaad) is an AI system that can assist in translating 

the judgements into regional languages like: changing the language from English to Marathi, 

Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, Kanada, Punjabi, Gujarati, Malayalam and Bengali. This is another 

landmark effort to increase the access to justice. The technology when applied to the long 
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process of file filling can reduce the time and can increase the efficiency of the system and can 

make the system quick, efficient, reliable, and an independent system.   

Artificial Intelligence uses algorithm to analyse the large sets of data to derive conclusion and 

make predictions. Its nature of prediction helps it to arise in the arena of criminology, criminal 

psychology, forensic psychology, law and forensics and many other branches of law. The 

machine learning and deep learning of AI can lead provide a deep understanding in people’s 

insight. Furthermore, algorithms can be used to order bail, parole, and sentencing. AI and its 

predictive nature can be very helpful to judiciary as it can predict and lead us the unseen results 

could happen in future. Many technologists, legal experts, and machinery experts believe that 

this tool have seriously bad effects as these can worsen the situation. Like: It could be bias 

because it is driven by algorithms informed in past case’s data, using statical data to find patten 

and connections. Therefore, it might find any connections or detect pattern of the crime but not 

the actual cause of the crime. 

Artificial Intelligence not only will help judges in facilitating the process of hearing but also 

help the lawyers as AI can help lawyers in making well-planned, prudent decisions and also 

enhancing their advocacy skills. AI can help lawyers in their legal research. Legal research is 

the first and foremost thing that a lawyer must learn because it plays a vital role in presenting 

their case in court. Legal research includes analytical skills, legal analysis, communication 

skills, deductive reasoning and it also indulges the preparation for the arguments and counter-

arguments. And AI will definitely help in the deductive reasoning and legal analysis part. 

In the end, it can be concluded that the use of Artificial Intelligence can facilitates the process 

of legal proceedings, legal research, predicting cases. Also, it will not only help judges but also 

lawyers. Advancement in this modern world is necessary and if someone restricts or fears the 

development then its surviving could be difficult and this is also applicable to judiciary process, 

with development in other areas of the society judiciary also needs advancements. Everything 

has pros and cons and scaring from the outcomes can lead to nowhere, so it is an absolutely 

good idea to indulge the Artificial Intelligence in the legal trial in courtroom. 

III. MODERN PROBLEM REQUIRES MODERN SOLUTIONS 
Modern invention comes with modern problem and modern problem requires modern 

solutions. Emergence of AI came with the evolving problems in different field like Intellectual 

Property Rights (IPR) and Human Rights and many other fields which requires laws to govern 

them.  As AI robots are efficient enough to start their own creation with their own 

understanding and knowledge with time they have acquired. For humans we have intellectual 
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property rights and patent act. Copyrights, patents and trademarks are some essential topics 

which are covered under the umbrella of IPR. When a human invents something, he patents it 

so that no-one could copy or misuse it without inventors/creators’ permission but after AI has 

grown so well and are now efficient enough to create or invent something and what will happen 

after an AI based robot creates or invents something? On whose name the patent will be filed? 

Who will be considered as the true owner of the new invention, will it be the creator of robot 

or the robot itself? These are just a few questions and these problems are not only bound to the 

topic of IPR but also it extends to the idea of the creation of developing a new constitution for 

robots and developing rights of robots which will guarantee their freedom. Robots may not 

have freedom but they do have a developing intelligence which make them eligible to demand 

for their own laws and their different rights to some extent. These are the emerging problems 

and legal system needs to understand the importance of these problems and should ponder on 

these issues before it gets late. As Saudi Arabia has given the nationality to Sophia (first ever 

social humanoid) and it started a chain of granting nationality to humanoids and robots. After 

Saudi Arabia now China and North Korea is ready to do the same and not only these countries 

but also Indian Scientises are trying to develop an efficient humanoid just like Sophia. 

***** 
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